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Inmate Moore is the worst kind of thief. She steals victims' identities. She then uses
those identities to fraudulently obtain property,ruining the credit history of her victims. The
impact to victims' credit history and/or livelihood lasts for years, if not forever. The
circumstances surrounding both Inmate Moore's current conviction as well as her prior criminal
record, clearly demonstrates that she poses an unreasonable risk to the community. As such,
Inmate Moore should not be paroled.
Inmate Moore's history of identity theft dates back to 2009 in West Virginia where she
was convicted of issuing/making worthless checks. Six years and 3,000 miles later, Inmate
Moore brought her conduct to California. On February 20,2015, Inmate Moore walked into
Macy's and selected items. Not wanting to pay for those items like everyone else,she walked
out with them. When Loss Prevention Officers (LPOs) contacted Inmate Moore in order to stop
her, she fought with the LPO. During this struggle, she bit both LPOs.
Of course this is not the first crime Inmate Moore had committed in the Golden State.
When anested for the robbery at Macy's, officers discovered that she had numerous warrants out
for her anest. She was wanted for 2 counts of obtaining public assistance by fraud (W &I Code
11482.5), and 4 counts of identity theft (Penal Code 530.5(a)). Inmate Moore had defrauded
public funds which are used to assist the most vulnerable members of this state, and she had
ruined the credit of 4 individuals. Inmate Moore pleaded to the all of the above charges in
March 2015.
Then 8 months later, upon her release from custody, she immediately engages in the
exact same conduct. Inmate Moore fraudulently purchased a vehicle from a local dealership
with the fraudulent identification of
from ew York as well as a fraudulent
check from out of state. Inmate Moore's ruse was later discovered and she was arrested later
while driving the fraudulently purchased vehicle. During this arrest, Inmate Moore continued to
lie and deceive officers by identifying herself as
. Considerable resources were
required to determine Inmate Moore's true identity.
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On December 22, 2015, Inmate Moore attempted to fraudulent) y purchase items at JC
Penny's. Inmate Yloorc presented fake identity (complete with matching photograph oflnmate
Moore) and a fake check of a
. upon discovering that her attempted purchase
utilizing fraudulent documents, Inmate Yloorc lied by again identifying herself as
. These actions indicate a sophisticated plan of action on the part of Inmate Moore as it
is not an easy proposition to obtain a driver's license with a fake name, yet with a correct
photograph.
A review oflnmate Moore's RAP sheet shows that she is engaging in similar conduct in
other jurisdictions. Inmate Moore has anests for similar conduct in Roseville, fair.field and
Auburn. There can be no doubt that Inmate Moore has been, is, and will continue to be the worst
kind of thief. There is also no doubt that anything Inmate Moore says or does is likely laden
with deceit.
I am unable to comment on Inmate Moore's disciplinary history while incarcerated as I
only have 30 days in which to respond. IIowever, given Inmate Moore's record it is clear that
Inmate Moore should not be released because she poses a significant and unreasonable risk to the
community. As such parole should be denied.
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